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Introduction

Headphone-based spatial audio rendering usually relies

on a high-quality set of head-related transfer functions

(HRTFs). Such a set of HRTFs describes the sound

reaching a listener from various directions and is typically

measured in the far-field on a spherical sampling grid. As

HRTFs are virtually independent of sound source dis-

tance in the far-field, the distance of a virtual sound

source can be easily varied by adjusting its level according

to the inverse-square law. However, in the near-field, i.e.

at distances less than 1m [1], HRTFs vary significantly

as a function of distance. Thus, interaural level di↵er-

ences (ILDs) increase substantially as a sound source ap-

proaches the head, whereas interaural time di↵erences

(ITDs) vary only slightly [1, 2]. Furthermore, di↵raction

and head-shadowing e↵ects lead to a low-pass filtering

character of a nearby sound source approaching the head

[1, 2]. Last, in the near-field, the angle between source

and ear di↵ers from the angle between source and head

center, resulting in acoustic parallax e↵ects changing sys-

tematically with source distance [1].

In view of all these e↵ects, it is evident that near-field

HRTFs are necessary for proper reproduction of nearby

sound sources. However, measuring full-spherical HRTF

sets at numerous near-field distances is a time consum-

ing and also technically di�cult task (for more details

see e.g. [1, 2, 3]), which is why it seems desirable to syn-

thesize near-field HRTFs from a well-measured set of far-

field HRTFs. A common synthesis approach is to apply

a so-called distance variation function (DVF) to far-field

data [3]. Such a DVF basically describes the change of an

HRTF when a sound source shifts in distance, and can be

obtained (for a particular direction) using analytical solu-

tions of a rigid sphere model [4]. However, to our knowl-

edge, none of the DVF methods presented so far account

for (high-frequency) parallax e↵ects, thereby neglecting

characteristics of nearby sound sources [3]. Moreover,

even though the DVF method could be extended with a

simple parallax model [3], di�culties may occur because

DVF methods mostly work with HRTFs from discrete

directions, i.e. the far-field HRTF required according to

the parallax model might simply not be available for syn-

thesis. Another approach to generate near-field HRTFs

is range extrapolation in the spherical harmonics (SH)

domain [5]. Here, a full-spherical HRTF set is first trans-

formed to the SH domain by means of a spherical Fourier

transform (also called SH transform) [6, p. 16], and the

resulting SH coe�cients are then multiplied with specific
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distance-dependent spherical Hankel functions to obtain

near-field HRTFs at any desired range. However, as the

spherical Hankel functions grow exponentially for higher

orders and low frequencies, numerical instabilities and

artifacts may arise when applying them without any reg-

ularization [5]. To avoid this, the spherical Hankel func-

tions usually require amplitude limiting, which is a rather

critical task and again may lead to artifacts [7].

In this work, we present a novel approach to synthesize

near-field HRTFs by directional equalization of far-field

datasets. The presented approach is a modified version

of our recently proposed SUpDEq (Spatial Upsampling

by Directional Equalization) method for spatial upsam-

pling of sparse (individual) HRTF sets [8]. In brief,

SUpDEq is based on a spectral equalization of the sparse

HRTF set with directional rigid sphere transfer functions

(STFs), spatial upsampling of this equalized dataset by

an inverse SH transform on a dense grid, and a spectral

de-equalization of the processed dataset with the same

STFs. In the modified implementation presented here,

near-field HRTFs are synthesized by applying STFs for a

point source in the near field as the de-equalization func-

tion instead of STFs for a plane wave in the far field.

Thus, as further outlined below, the method combines

SH-based processing with the DVF method, thereby en-

abling near-field HRTF synthesis that is numerically sta-

ble and can take acoustic parallax e↵ects into account.

Method

A spherical dataset H(!,⌦g) can be described in the SH

domain by the SH coe�cients fnm(!) that are obtained

via the SH transform [6, p. 16]

fnm(!) =

GX

g=1

H(!,⌦g)Y
m
n (⌦g)

⇤
�g , (1)

with ! the temporal frequency, �g the sampling

weights, and the G discrete HRTF-angles ⌦g =

{(�1, ✓1), . . . , (�G, ✓G)} at azimuth �, and elevation ✓.

The notation (·)⇤ denotes complex conjugation, and Y
m
n

the spherical harmonics of order n and mode/degree m

Y
m
n (✓,�) =

s
2n+ 1

4⇡

(n�m)!

(n+m)!
P

m
n (cos✓)e

im�
, (2)

with the associated Legendre functions P
m
n and i =

p
�1

the imaginary unit. The inverse SH transform can be

used to recover H at arbitrary angles

bH(!,⌦) =

NX

n=0

nX

m=�n

fnm(!)Y
m
n (⌦) , (3)
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the SUpDEq method. Left panel: A sparse HRTF set is equalized on the corresponding sparse

sampling grid. The equalized set is then transformed to the SH domain with N = Nlow. Right panel: The equalized set is

de-equalized on a dense sampling grid, resulting in a dense HRTF set that can be transformed to the SH domain with N = Nhigh.

where N is the maximal spatial order. If H is order-

limited, a su�cient choice of N results in H = bH.

Depending on the spherical sampling grid ⌦g, the coef-

ficients fnm can be calculated up to a maximum order

N . The number of measured directions G directly corre-

sponds to the maximum order N by G ⇡ (N + 1)
2
. In

case the order of H exceeds N , spatial aliasing occurs [6,

ch. 3.7]. In this context, an appropriate pre-processing

that reduces the spatial complexity of H will directly re-

lax the requirement on G.

The following paragraphs first briefly describe the

SUpDEq method according to Fig. 1 (please refer to [8]

for more details). After this, the modifications necessary

to synthesize parallax-adjusted near-field HRTFs are in-

troduced. Since the processing for the left and right ear

signals is identical for the most parts, corresponding sub-

scripts were omitted for ease of display.

In a first step, the sparse HRTF set HHRTF measured at

S sampling points ⌦s = {(�1, ✓1), . . . , (�S , ✓S)} is equal-

ized with an appropriate equalization dataset HEQ

HHRTF,EQ(!,⌦s) =
HHRTF(!,⌦s)

HEQ(!,⌦s)
. (4)

The equalization dataset is intended to remove the di-

rectional dependency in HHRTF to a certain degree with

the goal to minimize the required order for the SH trans-

form. Di↵erent equalization datasets can be applied –

throughout this study a rigid sphere transfer function

for an incident plane wave is used [6, p. 44]:

HSTF,PW (!,⌦g)

= P4⇡

NhighX

n=0

nX

m=�n

i
n
jn(kr)Y

m
n (⌦e)Y

m
n (⌦g)

⇤
,

(5)

where k is the wavenumber, jn the spherical Bessel func-

tion of the first kind, and ⌦e the ear position at � = ±90
�

and ✓ = 0
�
. P denotes an arbitrary sound pressure. The

radius r of the sphere should match the physical dimen-

sions of a human head. Except for an angular shift in

azimuth, the set is identical for the left and the right

ear. As the equalization dataset is based on an analyt-

ical description, it can be determined at a freely chosen

maximal order, typically, a high order Nhigh � 35.

In a second step, SH coe�cients fEQ,nm for the equal-

ized sparse HRTF set are obtained by applying the SH

transform according to Eq. (1) on HHRTF,EQ(!,⌦s) up

to an appropriate low maximal order Nlow.

In a third step, an upsampled HRTF set bHHRTF,EQ

is calculated on a dense sampling grid ⌦d =

{(�1, ✓1), . . . , (�D, ✓D)}, with D � S by using the in-

verse SH transform described by Eq. (3).

In a fourth and final step, HRTFs are reconstructed by

a subsequent de-equalization by means of spectral multi-

plication with a de-equalization dataset HDEQ

bHHRTF,DEQ(!,⌦d) =
bHHRTF,EQ(!,⌦d) ·HDEQ(!,⌦d) ,

(6)

where again HHRTF = bHHRTF,DEQ holds if Nlow and

Nhigh are chosen appropriately. In the initial implemen-

tation [8], STFs for an incident plane wave as given in

Eq. (5) are used for de-equalization. Instead, STFs for

an incident spherical wave (point source) at a specific

distance r
0
with r

0
> r can be used though [6, p. 45]:

HSTF,SW (!,⌦g, r
0
)

= P4⇡ik

NhighX

n=0

nX

m=�n

jn(kr)hn(kr
0
)Y

m
n (⌦e)Y

m
n (⌦g)

⇤
,

(7)

with hn the spherical Hankel function of the first kind.

Applying STFs for a point source at a distance r
0
(in the

near-field) not only recovers energies at higher spatial

orders that were transformed to lower orders in the first

step, but also results in a distance shift, thereby allowing

to synthesize near-field HRTF sets based on (sparse) far-

field datasets. Furthermore, to take parallax e↵ects into
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account, a simple parallax model adjusting the azimuth

and elevation angles of ⌦d with respect to the sound

source distance r
0
individually for each ear position of

⌦e can be applied, leading to ⌦dp. Actually, this re-

sults in one specific sampling grid ⌦dp for each ear, as

the adapted azimuth and elevation values now describe

the angle between the source and the left and right ear

respectively, and not between the source and the center

of the head. However, for ease of display, the processing

for the left and right ear signals is still combined in the

following description.

To finally generate parallax-adjusted near-field HRTFs,

the third and fourth steps are carried out involving

⌦dp and HSTF,SW . Thus, an upsampled HRTF set

bHHRTF,EQP is calculated on a dense parallax-adjusted

sampling grid ⌦dp, and finally distance-shifted HRTFs

are reconstructed by spectral multiplication with a de-

equalization dataset HDEQ corresponding to HSTF,SW :

bHHRTF,DEQP(!,⌦d)

= bHHRTF,EQP(!,⌦dp) ·HDEQ(!,⌦d) .
(8)

where again Nlow and Nhigh should be chosen appropri-

ately. In fact, Eq. (8) already shows how parallax e↵ects

can be divided into so-called low- and high-frequency

components [3], i.e. the radial portion dependent on r
0

and ⌦d induced by the rigid sphere model as well as the

pinna e↵ects dependent on r
0
and ⌦dp.

Evaluation

For evaluation, we used a dense HRTF set as input data,

even though SUpDEq initially aims at spatial upsam-

pling of sparse HRTF sets, with the option introduced in

this paper to vary the distance of the upsampled dataset.

However, as we already analyzed the performance of the

upsampling in great detail in our recent publication [8],

this study solely deals with synthesis of dense near-field

HRTF sets based on a dense far-field dataset. Neverthe-

less, the described method can of course be applied to

sparse far-field datasets to first upsample to any dense

sampling grid before applying distance variations.

The evaluation is based on HRTFs of a Neumann KU100

dummy head, measured on a Lebedev grid with 2702

nodes (abbreviated Lebedev2702 in the following) as well

as on a circular grid with steps of 1° in the horizontal

plane at distances of 1.50m, 1.00m, 0.75m, 0.50m, and

0.25m. The closest distance of 0.25m was only measured

on the circular grid though (please refer to [2] for more

details). In the following, the HRTF set for a distance

of 1.50m represents the dense far-field HRTF set used as

input data, whereas the other HRTFs serve as a reference

at the respective distance in the near-field.

For synthesis, the far-field HRTF set was first equalized

on the corresponding dense Lebedev2702 grid ⌦d accord-

ing to Eq. (4), applying an equalization dataset based on

STFs for an incident plane wave, as given in Eq. (5). The

radius for the rigid sphere model was calculated accord-

ing to Algazi et al. [9] based on the dimensions of the

Neumann KU100 dummy head, leading to r = 9.19 cm.

Next, the equalized set was transformed to the SH do-

main with the maximal accessible spatial order N = 44.

To accomplish the distance variation, the equalized set

was then de-equalized on the respective parallax-adjusted

Lebedev2702 grid ⌦dp as described in Eq. (8), applying a

de-equalization dataset based on STFs for an incident

spherical wave according to Eq. (7) for the respective

distances r
0
= 1.00m, 0.75m, 0.50m, and 0.25m and

sphere radius r as above. At this point it should be men-

tioned again that the spatially continuous description of

the equalized set in the SH domain allows the recon-

struction of transfer functions by means of SH interpola-

tion for any required direction according to the parallax

model. Thus, parallax e↵ects can be integrated spatially

very precisely with this processing. In a next step, the

four resulting near-field datasets were windowed as well

as peak-normalized and shifted in time to compensate

for the changes in level and propagation time caused by

the STFs for a point source. Finally, the synthesized

near-field HRTF sets were again transformed to the SH

domain with N = 44, so that HRTFs can be extracted

for any desired direction for further analysis.

As an exemplary comparison between synthesized and

measured HRTFs, Fig. 2 shows the magnitude and im-

pulse responses of reference HRTFs and de-equalized

HRTFs for the frontal direction (� = 0°, ✓ = 0°) at

r
0
= 1.00m and r

0
= 0.25m. The reference HRTFs

were obtained from the circular grid measurements [2],

whereas the de-equalized HRTFs were extracted from the

respective dataset in SH domain by means of inverse SH

transform. Concerning the parameters, we decided for

these two distances as they represent the two most dis-

tant points of the measured dataset, and for the frontal

direction as strong parallax e↵ects usually occur here.

The plots for r
0
= 1.00m (see Fig. 2 (a) and (b)) show

only marginal di↵erences between the reference and the

synthesized counterpart. The onset points in time do-

main lie exactly on top of each other and the magni-

tude response of the de-equalized HRTF covers the one
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Figure 2: Left ear impulse (left) and magnitude (right) re-

sponses of reference HRTFs (black) and de-equalized HRTFs

(blue) for the frontal direction (� = 0°, ✓ = 0°) at sound source

distances r0 = 1.00m (a), (b) and r0 = 0.25m (c),(d).
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from the reference nearly exactly. The di↵erences for

r
0
= 0.25m (see Fig. 2 (c) and (d)) are somewhat larger,

even if the responses are still very similar. Again, the on-

set points in time domain are equal, but the magnitude

response of the de-equalized HRTF shows some small de-

viations. The ripples in the magnitude response of the

reference HRTF however are due to reflections between

the dummy head and the measurement loudspeaker oc-

curring at this distance [2], which is of course not repro-

duced by the synthesis. Thus, an exact comparison is

somewhat complicated by measurement inaccuracies.

Furthermore, we compared ILDs and ITDs of the syn-

thesized HRTFs with the ones of the circular grid mea-

surements for the two exemplary distances. Again, the

de-equalized HRTFs were extracted from the respective

dataset in the SH domain by inverse SH transform for

the directions of the circular grid (✓ = 0°, azimuth reso-

lution of 1°). The broadband ILDs were calculated as the

ratio between the energy of the left and right ear head-

related impulse response (HRIR, the time-domain equiv-

alent of an HRTF). The ITDs were calculated by means

of a threshold-based onset detection on the ten times up-

sampled and low-pass filtered HRIRs (10th order But-

terworth low-pass filter at 3 kHz). Fig. 3 shows the ILDs

and ITDs of the reference and of the synthesized dataset

at r
0
= 1.00m and r

0
= 0.25m. As expected for nearby

sound sources, both datasets show a significant increase

in ILD as a function of distance (see Fig. 3 (a)). Thus,

the synthesis adequately reproduces the perhaps most

prominent feature of near-field HRTFs. For r
0
= 1.00m,

there are slight di↵erences between the reference and the

synthesized dataset, with an overall maximum deviation

of about 2.5 dB. For r
0
= 0.25m though, the ILDs of both

datasets are pretty similar, showing only slight deviations

for rearward directions with an overall maximum di↵er-

ence of about 1.5 dB. In accordance with literature, the

ITDs change only marginally with respect to distance

(see Fig. 3 (b)). However, when compared to the refer-

ence, the synthesis tends to lead to slightly larger ITDs

especially for rearward directions, with an overall max-

imum di↵erence of about 0.06ms for r
0
= 1.00m and

about 0.04ms for r
0
= 0.25m.
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Figure 3: ILDs (a) and ITDs (b) in the horizontal plane for

the reference HRTF set (dashed line) and for the de-equalized

HRTF set (solid line) at sound source distances r0 = 1.00m

and r0 = 0.25m. The radius describes the magnitude of the

level di↵erences (in dB) or time di↵erences (in ms).

Conclusion

This paper presented a novel approach to synthesize

near-field HRTFs by directional equalization of far-field

datasets. The so-called SUpDEq method is based on a

(de-)equalization with directional STFs for distance vari-

ation, which is quite similar to the common DVF method,

and SH interpolation to additionally account for acousti-

cal parallax e↵ects with high spatial accuracy. The eval-

uation of the proposed method revealed good agreement

between synthesized and measured datasets concerning

spectral and temporal features as well as regarding ILDs

and ITDs. Whereas the SUpDEq method initially only

aims at spatial upsampling of sparse HRTF sets, the pre-

sented modification of the approach allows to combine

upsampling with near-field HRTF synthesis.

In general, SUpDEq provides the most accurate results if

the (de-)equalization functions exactly match the prop-

erties of the dummy (or human) head. Thus, especially

ILDs and ITDs of distance-shifted (and upsampled) near-

field HRTF sets could be improved with respect to a par-

ticular reference, for example, using an optimized sphere

radius or shifted ear positions according to the reference.

In this context, applying an ellipsoid to describe the head

geometry instead of a rigid sphere model would further

enhance the results, as an ellipsoid approximates a hu-

man head much better. Combining all this in a freely

adjustable head model would furthermore allow to in-

dividualize HRTFs in the de-equalization step based on

anthropometric head measures.
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Correction

In the paper ”Synthesis of Near-Field HRTFs by Directional Equalization of Far-Field Datasets”,
published in Proceedings of the 45th DAGA, 2019 [1], Eq. (2), Eq. (5), and Eq. (7) are incorrect.

Correction Eq. (2) For the definition of azimuth φ and elevation θ used throughout the paper,
the argument of the associated Legendre functions Pmn in Eq. (2) of the paper must be sin θ and
not cos θ, as mistakenly specified by us. The correct equation describing the spherical harmonics
Y mn of order n and mode/degree m according to the used definition of φ and θ is given by

Y mn (θ, φ) =

√
2n+ 1

4π

(n−m)!

(n+m)!
Pmn (sin θ)eimφ , (1)

with i =
√
−1 the imaginary unit.

Correction Eq. (5) This equation describes the sound field on an open sphere for incident plane
waves and not the sound field on a rigid sphere as explained in the paper. The correct equation
describing the sound field on a rigid sphere for unite amplitude incident plane waves and the
corresponding rigid sphere transfer functions (STF,PW) is given by [2][3, Eqs. (2.43), (2.61)]

HSTF,PW(ω,Ωg) =

Nhigh∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

4πin
[
jn(kr)− j′n(kr)

h
(2)′
n (kr)

h(2)n (kr)
]
Y mn (Ωe)Y

m
n (Ωg)

∗, (2)

with jn the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, h
(2)
n the spherical Hankel function of the

second kind, and j′n and h
(2)′

n their derivatives1. The imaginary unit is defined as i =
√
−1, r

denotes the radius, k = ω
c with ω the angular frequency, and c the speed of sound. Y mn denotes

the complex spherical harmonics functions of order n and mode/degree m, Ωe the ear position
at φ = ±90◦ and θ = 0◦, Ωg the incidence directions of the plane waves and the notation (·)∗
denotes complex conjugation.

Correction Eq. (7) This equation describes the sound field on an open sphere for incident
spherical waves (point sources) and not the sound field on a rigid sphere as explained in the
paper. The correct equation describing the sound field on a rigid sphere for unite amplitude
incident spherical waves and the corresponding rigid sphere transfer functions (STF,SW) is given
by

HSTF,SW (ω,Ωg, rs) =

Nhigh∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

4π(−i)kh(2)n (krs)
[
jn(kr)− j′n(kr)

h
(2)′
n (kr)

h(2)n (kr)
]
Y mn (Ωe)Y

m
n (Ωg)

∗, (3)

with rs denoting the distance of the point source with rs > r.

Comment In the Matlab-based implementation of the SUpDEq-method, which is available on
https://github.com/AudioGroupCologne/SUpDEq, the correct spherical harmonics equation
according to Eq. (1) above as well as the correct rigid sphere transfer functions according to
Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) above have been implemented. Thus, the correct spatial Fourier transform
and correct rigid sphere transfer functions were applied for the processing described in the paper.
The results presented in the paper are therefore still valid without any restriction.

Acknowledgment We would like to thank Dr. Jens Ahrens (Chalmers University of Technology,
Division of Applied Acoustics) for pointing out and discussing the error.

1Please note the dependency of Eq. (2) on the Fourier transform kernel [4, Table I]. We used p(ω) =∫∞
−∞ p(t)e−iωtdt as the Fourier transform of the pressure signal p(t).
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